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Valerie Bertinelli, then: bubbly sitcom star and America's Sweetheart turned tabloid headline and
rock star wife. Now: actress, single working mother of teenage rock star, and weight-loss
inspiration to millions.We all knew and loved Valerie Bertinelli years ago when she played girl-
next-door cutie Barbara Cooper in the hit TV show One Day at a Time, and then starred in
numerous TV movies. From wholesome primetime in America's living rooms, Valerie moved to
late nights with the hardest-partying band of the decadent eighties when she became, at twenty,
wife to rock guitarist Eddie Van Halen. Losing It is Valerie's frank account of her life backstage
and in the spotlight. Here are the ups and downs of teen stardom, of her complicated marriage
to a brilliant, tormented musical genius, and of her very public struggle with her
weight.Surprising, uplifting, and empowering, Losing It takes you behind the scenes of Valerie's
acting career and marriage, recalling the comforts, friendships, and problems of her television
family, her close relationships with her parents and brothers, the stress and worries of being the
wife of a rock star, and the joys of motherhood. Like many women, Valerie often remembers the
state of her life by the food she ate and the numbers on her scale. So despite her celebrity,
Valerie's voice is so down-to-earth, honest, and appealing that you'll feel as if you're talking with
a girlfriend over coffee. Funny and candid, Valerie recounts her attempts to maintain a healthy
self-image while dealing with social pressures to look and act a certain way, and to overcome
career insecurities and relationship problems, all of which will be familiar to the hundreds of
thousands of women who struggle every day with these same issues.From marital turmoil to the
joys of a new career, from being named among Penthouse's ten sexiest women in the world to
overhearing whispers about her weight gain in the grocery store, this is Valerie's inspiring
journey as she finds new love, raises a terrific kid, and motivates other women as a
spokesperson for Jenny Craig.
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VersionName:Valerie Anne BertinelliAge:Forty-sevenHeight:5’41/2”Status:Formerly married,
currently involved, always hungryWeight:DroppingOccupation:Mother, actress, Jenny Craig
spokespersonStrengths:Honesty and integrity. I also see the good in other people and let most
things roll off my back.Faults:Insecurity, tendency to procrastinate, overly judgmental, emotional
eaterIf you were in my house, you’d hear Wolfie say:“Ma, don’t go all Gandhi on me!”You will
never see me:. . . without my clothes onFavorite meal:Anything Italian . . . or French . . . or
Mexican . . . or . . .Happy or sad?GratefulEverything I know in ten words or less:Love, you always
have a choice, exercise, portion controlPrologueBRING HOME THE FUNSome people measure
depression by the medication they take or the number of times per week they see a therapist.
For me, it was different. I measured my depression with baked jalapeño-and-cheddar-cheese
poppers, the brand that advertises itself with the slogan “Bring home the fun.”I’d love to meet the
person who came up with that line and ask him a question. Is it really fun to see yourself blow up
three dress sizes?I suppose they wouldn’t sell as many if their slogan was “Pack on the pounds.”
On the other hand, they may do OK with a promotion that said “Forget your ex-husband” or “Eat
these instead of having sex—since nobody wants to see your fat bare ass.”During the cold
winter months of 2002–03, when I was making Touched by an Angel in Utah, those jalapeño-
and-cheese poppers were my Prozac. I was on a significant dosage: at least nine a night and
sometimes more. At the grocery store, I saw other women looking at me when I loaded the
boxes into my cart from the frozen food case. I could almost hear them thinking Oh my gosh,
that’s Valerie Bertinelli. And look: she’s on those jalapeño poppers.It was true. There were nights
when I OD’d on those poppers. My mouth burned because I couldn’t wait for them to cool down
after taking them out of the oven. Other times I savored the taste with tiny, almost sensual bites,
drawing out the feeling of comfort and escape I got from eating. The bright smile that served me
well for so many years went into storage. So did my size 8 jeans. And my 10s. And my 12s. And
my—well, my weight soared past 170 pounds, the highest it had ever been outside of my
pregnancy.Those were some of the darkest days of my life, and I was eating my way through
them. By 2001 my marriage to Eddie Van Halen was over after more than twenty years of
competing with his rock-and-roll lifestyle for attention. Our fights about his drinking had taken a
toll. Discussing and solving our problems used to bring us closer, but now it wore us out.
Ultimately, when he failed to help himself by giving up cigarettes after mouth cancer had
threatened his life, I knew, sadly, that one way or another I was going to end up on my own.By
then I was working and living in Utah eight months of the year. Full of anger and frustration, I



spent at least three nights a week on a plane so I could see our ten-year-old son, Wolfie, who
stayed home in Los Angeles to be in school with his friends. That wasn’t the way I wanted to live
or the type of person I wanted to be. But instead of helping myself, I did the opposite. I ate my
misery and turned my misery into a reason for eating.Overweight, alone, and horribly
depressed, I kept eating poppers and everything else in my path. After Touched went off the air, I
returned home and became a hermit. I hid from the world, hoping no one would see that I’d
gotten fat. In reality, I was hiding from the one person who could help solve my problems:
me.That was hard to believe. Over the years, I’d tried every diet on the bookshelves—from the
grapefruit diet, to Weight Watchers, to the lemon juice and cayenne pepper fast—and all of them
had worked as long as I stayed on them. But once I stopped, the weight came right back, and,
unfortunately with a little extra. While I hate to admit it, I was on the verge of giving up and
accepting that I was never going to look the way I wanted to—or feel the way I wanted to either.I
used to say half-jokingly that I was going to give up, move to the mountains, and be the quirky
old fat lady down the street with forty-some-odd cats.I’m glad I didn’t. Instead I ended up outing
myself on the cover of the April 4, 2007, issue of People magazine by declaring, “I know what
you’re thinking—I’m fat.” Publicly, it was the start of a diet where the stakes were total humiliation
and embarrassment if I failed to reach my goal. Privately, it was, as my fellow Jenny Craiger
Kirstie Alley promised, not just a diet but really the start of a journey. She was right.By any
standard, I’ve enjoyed a charmed life. Even though I gained notoriety by working on TV, I
shunned the spotlight in favor of a normal life, driving carpools, volunteering in my son’s
classroom, making dinner, and trying never to miss my monthly book club get-togethers. Of all
the roles I’ve undertaken, none has been more satisfying than motherhood. I’m as much of a
regular gal as people seem to expect—and I like it that way.If you walked into my house right
now, you’d find my cat Dexter lounging on the sunny floor in the kitchen, a large bowl of fruit on
the counter, delicious-smelling vegetable soup simmering in a tall pot on the stove, the recycling
trash can ready to be emptied, and paperwork and schoolbooks spread across the dining room
table. You’d also see my boyfriend Tom on the phone in the backroom, and me working the
crossword puzzle, as is my daily routine.Creating this happy picture was a puzzle that took my
entire adult life till now to solve. By the time I went public as a size 14, I’d already done the hard
work: confronting the fears, insecurities, disappointments, and frustrations that accounted for the
three different sizes of dresses and pants I needed in my closet for my constantly changing
weight. After that, it was just a matter of portion control, exercise, and self-discipline.Since going
on Jenny Craig in March 2007, I’ve surpassed my original goal of 30 pounds and set new targets
for myself. But the weight I’ve lost doesn’t compare to what I’ve gained—or regained—in my life.
The weight loss and renewed zest for life go hand in hand. Kirstie had promised as much when
she said, “Valerie, it’s not about the weight. What’s going to happen is you’re going to quit hiding
and discover the real you.”She was right. My relationships have never been healthier, including
the one I have with myself, and I’ve finally found a joy that seemed beyond my grasp when I was
reaching for those jalapeño-and-cheese poppers. Physically and emotionally, I’m a different



person. It’s like I’m hitting my stride. These days I really do bring home the fun.In this book, you
won’t find me professing to have all the answers to life’s problems. Hey, I’m still trying to figure
out most of those. Instead this story is about the choices I’ve made, good and bad, and how I’ve
grown and learned from them. There are also exciting times, emotional moments, and life as it
happened. Through it all, you’ll get me uncensored and unfiltered—the good, bad, stupid,
stubborn, size 14 and size 4. It’s nothing more complicated, though as you’ll see, it was
complicated enough for me. Isn’t it always that way?If you’re starving right now because you’re
on a diet, ask yourself if your hunger has anything to do with food. I know the answer to that
question. Look, we’re all human. We go through the same things. If you’re in a dark place over
some problem in your life, I hope that reading my story will help you feel less alone when you
see that someone else has made the same mistakes and gotten through them. I hope you’ll
relate to my story, learn from it, and, as I finally did, find the courage to change, shed any
unwanted pounds, and gain all the good things you thought impossible.Now where did I put that
bag of chips?Just kidding.Valerie BertinelliNovember 2007132 poundsOneTHE VISIONWith
only a few minutes before show time in Toronto, I felt the excitement pulse through me as I
walked down a corridor in the bowels of the arena. I barely heard the sound of my heels clicking
on the cement floor over the din of the crowd coming in through the doors. Out front, the Air
Canada Centre arena was filled to the rafters with fans anticipating more than two hours of head-
thumping, party-time rock from Van Halen. It was impossible not to feel the excitement.Ed and
the group’s original lead singer, David Lee Roth, were almost three weeks into their first tour
together since 1985, and, as in the several other cities I’d been to with them, it felt like a reunion
—a gathering of old friends ready to whoop it up after having let too many years pass.I smiled to
myself, enjoying a flashback. The first time I wore an all-access pass to a Van Halen concert was
in 1980. Now it was October 12, 2007, and the backstage atmosphere at this show was nothing
like the hundreds of others I’d attended over the years. On previous tours, I’d hung out with Ed in
his tuning room or by the bar in Sammy Hagar’s room (lead singer after David left the band), or
sat by myself at the hotel, wishing I had stayed at home. This time I opened the door to my
sixteen-and-a-half-year-old son’s dressing room.It felt strange to be on tour as the mother of one
of the musicians. Wolfie, who had taken over on bass for Michael Anthony, gave me a big hug
when I walked in. The tour, postponed earlier in the year after Ed had entered rehab, had been in
the works for months, and I had been a nervous wreck from worrying about sending my little boy
(though he is bigger than I am) on the road with men who helped write rock’s rule book on
partying.Before the tour, I’d tried to talk to him about drugs and groupies and hangers-on, but
Wolfie would either cut me off by saying “Thanks, Ma, I love you too.” Or he’d pick me up and
carry me to another part of the house.For months, I’d wondered how I’d deal with him at shows.
Would our relationship change? Would he change? As it turned out, I dealt with him as I always
have—like his mom. I was in his dressing room for less than two seconds before I asked if he’d
eaten a good dinner and then brushed his teeth. In return I got a semi-annoyed “Maaaaa!”Next
to me was the bathroom door. I popped in to check my eye makeup after tearing up slightly just



because I am his mom. I didn’t notice that the adjoining dressing room shared the bathroom, but
suddenly the door opened and in walked Ed, my husband for more than twenty years until we
separated in 2001—and Wolfie’s dad. Though no longer married, we tried hard to make our
crazy version of a family work.“Hey, we haven’t shared a bathroom for a while,” I joked.He smiled.
There’d been times when a lot of us thought Ed might not make it to this tour, so I was delighted
to see that his eyes still twinkled.“Look at my hair,” he said. “Janie cut it.” Janie was his girlfriend.
“What do you think?”“It looks good,” I said.A few minutes later, Ed, followed by Wolfie, walked
onstage and rekindled the love affair between the band and twenty thousand fans with the
opening chords of “You Really Got Me.” That was followed by “Runnin’ with the Devil,” “Dance the
Night Away,” “Everybody Wants Some!!” and my personal favorite, “Romeo Delight.”The hard-
rocking songs took me back to another time, but something was different. I noticed it while
watching from the soundboard, and then again as I walked around, burning off nervous energy.
Ed, though playing guitar spectacularly, was having equipment trouble. I saw him pushing
buttons and talking to a tech off to the side of the stage. It was the kind of situation that used to
set him off into an alcoholic-fueled rage, but he kept his cool while they tried to fix the
problems.As they hammered through a set list of hits, I ended up in front of the stage, right in
front of Wolfie. He looked down at me and smiled. I mouthed, “I love you.” He did the same to me.
A few people came up to me and said, “You must be so proud.” I was. I really was.Unfortunately,
there wasn’t time to visit after the show. Hurrying onto their buses after a hug and a kiss, they
made a quick getaway for the next city. My boyfriend Tom talked me through a few tears. There
was no use hiding my feelings. My baby was on tour, and I needed consoling.About a half hour
later, after we’d gone back to our hotel room, the phone rang. It was Ed, who, despite the late
hour, was wide awake as his bus sped along a highway. Years ago, I’d been on the bus with him,
partying and talking as if we were in our own spaceship, separate and apart from the rest of the
planet. Of course, those times were in the past, and our lives had changed. We’d gone in
different directions and gotten involved with other people. Still, in some ways, we were
becoming, dare I say it, friends.“I just wanted to call you and say, What kind of son is that we
have?”“I noticed you had a difficult night but were able to work through it,” I said. “I was
impressed.”At that time, both of us were involved in our own efforts at self-improvement. I was
seven months into my Jenny Craig diet, and Ed was working hard to stay sober after years of
battling alcoholism. All the reviews of the tour had mentioned that he looked healthy. They also
noted the grin that he wore through the entire show. He’d dreamed of playing with Wolfie from
the moment he was born, and you could see his enjoyment—not an emotion normally
associated with Ed, who can be the dark artistic type.“When things were going wrong, I just
looked across the stage at Wolfie and knew I didn’t have any problems,” he said.“I’m proud of
you,” I said. “I’m glad it’s going so well.”“What a kid.”“He is pretty terrific,” I said.“At least we got
that one right.”“We did.”Our conversation was warm and supportive. It hadn’t always been that
way. Neither of us was a great communicator. Growing up as the only girl among three boys, I’d
learned how to talk about football and cars, but my dad, Andy, an executive at General Motors,



and my mom, Nancy, a full-time homemaker—though terrific parents who set a high bar for
raising a family—didn’t teach me how to deal with the personal stuff. When faced with a
problem, I was expected to suck it up. Ed was no better. He expressed himself best through
music.So as we talked easily and honestly, I wanted to break into the conversation and point it
out. “Hey, look, we’re finally doing it—talking!” I didn’t. Instead I thought fleetingly of difficult times
we had put behind us and appreciated the harmonious moment we were in.“Hey, Val, one more
thing,” said Ed.“Yeah?”“You looked great tonight.”“Thanks,” I said. “Give Wolfie a hug, and I’ll talk
to you soon.”After hanging up, I walked into the dressing area outside the bathroom and allowed
myself a moment of reflection before changing clothes. Tom was waiting for me to get into bed,
and Wolfie and Ed were on the road. I felt fit, physically and emotionally. That day, I’d eaten three
healthy meals and walked eighteen thousand steps. The jeans I stepped out of were a size 8.
Slipping into a T-shirt, I allowed myself an approving look in the mirror. Things were good; I
wasn’t used to that.And that’s when I felt it: a moment of inner tranquility or, better yet, a moment
of grace. It was the payoff of hard work and many prayers.To be honest, I’d prayed a lot to feel
that way. A year earlier, almost to the day, I had arrived at a crossroads where either I was going
to get my shit together or spend the rest of my life disappointed with myself. The catalyst was
Claire, a movie about a mother with psychic powers that I starred in for the Hallmark Channel.
My longtime managers, Jack Grossbart and Marc Schwartz, sent a DVD of the director’s cut to
my house and told me to watch it and get back to them with comments. Within ten minutes of
sitting down in front of the TV, I fought the urge to run into my room and cry.Normally actors fall
on one of two sides. Some don’t mind watching themselves. Others hate it. That’s me. But if
need be, I can do it. I can detach myself from the idea that the person I’m watching is me. In fact,
it’s not me. I’m in character. Even when I played Barbara Cooper on One Day at a Time from
1975 through 1984, and it was clear that the two of us were nearly interchangeable, it still wasn’t
the real me. In my everyday life, I don’t have my hair perfectly done, wear much makeup, or walk
around in perfect lighting.But not even professional coiffing, makeup, and lighting helped me in
Claire. What I saw on the screen horrified me. Previously, my ability to go through life with
blinders on had carried me through many situations that I should’ve walked out on. I have a high
threshold for pain and punishment, or I’m way too forgiving, or I’m ungodly lazy, or all of the
above. However, the sight of myself was too much even for me to tolerate.“Who is that?” I blurted
out. “Who is that fat, ugly, old woman?”A few days later, without telling anyone, including Tom, I
began to visualize a new me, the person I wished I could be and wanted to be both inside and
out. I spent time every night after getting into bed picturing myself in this new guise. If it’s true
that your thoughts can affect your place in the universe, I was going to give the good ones a try.
After a while, I found myself thinking about it at odd moments during the daytime, too. It’s only
with hindsight that I realize something else was going on in that vision beyond my desire to be
much thinner.See, there’s the weight you see on the scale every morning, and then there’s the
weight you carry around inside that makes your feet drag, your shoulders hunch, and your eyes
look down. As I know from experience, the two go hand in hand. One makes you look miserable,



the other makes you feel miserable. Beyond the picture I envisioned in my head, I really prayed
for a lightness of being.I had no idea back then how I would get my fat ass to that place. But now,
a year later, after talking to Ed from my Toronto hotel room, I finally felt it: that elusive,
mysterious, and absolutely wonderful lightness I had conjured in my vision.I got there through
hard work, discipline, and faith. At that moment, I liked myself—which, more than the weight I’d
lost, was what I’d really wanted the whole time.TwoTINY DANCERIt was and remains the most
awful thing that ever happened to my family, and I wasn’t even born yet.It was early fall 1959, and
the trees in Claymont, Delaware, where my parents lived, were starting to turn. Brilliant orange,
red, and yellow leaves gave the town a seasonal beauty before the gray days of winter arrived.
There didn’t appear to be any gray days for my parents, though. Married for four and a half years,
following a chance meeting one rainy night outside a movie theater, they already had two boys,
Drew, three, and Mark, seventeen months, and another one—me—on the way.Having married at
ages seventeen and twenty, they were still young and their life together full of promise. My dad
was starting what would be a thirty-year career with General Motors. They had recently moved
into a three-bedroom house in preparation for their latest arrival. They had a wide network of
family and friends nearby. One day they drove out to the country to visit their close friend Perina,
a woman I’d later know as my Aunt Perina, even though we weren’t blood relatives. She lived on
a farm, a spread of land that was especially beautiful at that time of the year.As far as I know,
they were having a wonderful time until they noticed that baby Mark was missing. Panic set
in.Believe it or not, I was in my early teens before I was told that I’d had an older brother who’d
died as a toddler. In Bertinelli fashion, my parents kept this tragedy locked inside them for years.
Not a word was spoken about him. The subject was too painful for them to discuss. I don’t
remember the situation in which it came out, but I was stopped cold when I heard my mom
reveal that piece of family history.She didn’t offer many details and seemed so fragile sharing the
most basic pieces of information. I found out later from my older brother that Mark had wandered
off from where they were visiting and, while unsupervised, had drunk poison that was stored in a
Coke bottle. Rushed to the hospital, he died as my parents watched in helpless, guilt-ridden
horror. Doctors were unable to save him.I would have loved to ask my mom more about him. For
instance, when I was growing up, there weren’t any photos of Mark displayed next to all our other
baby and childhood pictures. Why? My brother told me that it was too painful for my mom to
have them out, so they were kept in a special album.The next time Mark was mentioned, I was
early in my pregnancy with Wolfie. When I said my due date was March 3, my mom said that had
been Mark’s birthday. At some point, she also hinted that she liked the name Mark for a boy.
Looking back, I see those were subtle invitations to talk about the past, but for whatever
reasons, I chose not to open that door.More opportunities came and went. In late 1992 my
paternal grandmother died. We attended the funeral in Delaware, where she was buried next to
my brother. I looked down at the grave, staring at the dates etched in stone that mark the
beginning and the end of his life. I held Wolfie in my arms. At that time, he was seventeen
months old, the same age Mark had been. I squeezed him tightly, as if by drawing him close I



could protect him from anything bad forever.I looked over at my mom and dad and wondered
how the hell they’d survived losing their baby. That day I grew more in love with my parents,
knowing what they must have gone through. I would have been a basket case if that, God forbid,
had happened to me. But I would have talked about it—and that’s something new to me.For far
too long, I kept my feelings bottled up. I was raised to be the strong-and-silent type. The drill was
simple and straightforward: Don’t complain. Deal.That was my mother’s philosophy as her early
April due date for me came and went that spring of 1960. She was ready to pull me out of her if
something didn’t happen soon. Even before I was born, I was already a world-class
procrastinator. Closing in on three weeks late, her doctor suggested drinking a cocktail of cod
liver oil and root beer, an old-fashioned elixir that would either send her into labor or give her
terrible diarrhea.Let’s just say that she ended up in the hospital, not on the toilet. Shortly
thereafter, on April 23, I made my entrance. My parents, who had already been through two
deliveries, heard something quite different this time when the doctor said, “It’s a girl.” As unique
as that was for them, I was average height and weight at 20 inches long and 8 pounds, 14
ounces. I had such thick black hair that my mom used a barrette to keep it out of my eyes on the
day they took me home.That was perfect. Two days old, and I already had a new hairdo.I love
looking at old photos of my parents. Several sit in antique frames on the bookshelf in my living
room. My mother was a redhaired beauty who, despite modest means, put herself together with
a striking stylishness. That was in line with her natural artistic talent. She had dreamed of
becoming a fashion designer or a painter. If she’d been born ten or fifteen years later, she
probably would’ve ended up in New York or San Francisco, living a far different life.I applaud my
dad’s excellent taste and keen eyesight for noticing her on that snowy night as she waited at a
bus stop near the movie theater where she worked. He stopped his car and persuaded her to let
him drive her home. She was, as he once told me, his Rita Hayworth. When they wed a short
while later, she was already carrying their first child, my older brother Drew. Circumstances may
have rushed them into marriage, but they lovingly grew into the arrangement and each
other.After a stint in Germany with the 11th Airborne, my dad got to work. He wasn’t physically
large, but as a former boxer, he jabbed his way up the ladder. A people person, he had an
exceptional work ethic.Together they made family a priority. Sixteen months after my arrival, my
mom gave birth to my brother David. Two years later, in 1964, she had my brother Patrick. My
early childhood memories are all pleasant and happy. I was fortunate. I liked school and made
friends easily. My kindergarten report card noted that I arrived each day well groomed,
something my mom took pride in, since she made the cute dresses I wore. (She also made
matching outfits for my Barbies.)There were lots of family gatherings and parties with friends. My
recollection is that all of them, especially those with relatives, revolved around food. My dad is
Italian, so naturally any family get-together started and ended with the women in their basement
kitchen. My grandmother and aunts stood at the counter making gnocchi and other types of
pasta by hand, as well as fried bread. I’m gaining weight just from thinking about the delicious
aroma that rose from that stove. Meals were like some kind of Food Network fantasy. My nonni’s



everyday Italian would put Giada De Laurentiis to shame (and I love Giada). I joke that I was
raised, like any good Italian, to believe in two things: God and garlic. And it’s true.I was also
taught to celebrate good times with lots of food. During hard times, it also helped to eat. One way
or another, I ended up in the kitchen.The last memories I have of life in Claymont, Delaware, are
from 1968 and show a growing awareness of the turbulent social and political climate at the time.
First came the tragic news that April of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s assassination. My parents sat
in front of the TV listening to Robert Kennedy eulogize him with a reading of his favorite poem by
Aeschylus, whose theme of wisdom through pain and grace continues to resonate with me as I
go through my own journey.Even in our sleep, pain which cannot forgetfalls drop by drop upon
the heart,until, in our own despair,against our will,comes wisdomthrough the awful grace of
God.Two months later Kennedy was slain at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles while
campaigning for the Democratic presidential nomination. I remember my mom crying quietly. A
light had dimmed in the country and in our home. My parents hosted gatherings in support of
Hubert Humphrey’s bid for the nation’s top job. They infused me with a liberal bent, which
eventually pitted me against my dad, who for some reason became a Republican. I assume that
as a military vet, he was offended by the “hippie” war protesters.Years later, we still argue about
George McGovern versus Richard Nixon. I’ve forgiven him for Nixon, but not Cheney, Rove,
Rumsfeld, or W.That summer we moved to Detroit after my dad snapped up an opportunity to
work in the heart of the auto industry. We lived in Pine Knob, a hilly area outside of Pontiac. We
went skiing and sledding in the winter. Dad taught us to ice skate on a nearby lake. I can still
picture him shoveling snow off it until there was enough room for us to skate. We also swam in
the lake during the hot, sticky summer months. That lake was full of leeches, and I hated peeling
them off my legs. Gross though they were, what better preparation for Hollywood?The idea of a
career wasn’t even seeded in my brain when, in 1971, Dad was transferred to a new GM plant in
Los Angeles. To me, the most exciting prospect of moving out west was the possibility that I
might see one of my favorite teenage stars from one of my favorite TV series, The Brady Bunch
or The Partridge Family. Otherwise I, like my brothers, was flabbergasted by our flight to L.A. on
a 747. The plane was enormous, and we had first-class seats!In my diary, I wrote that we were
able to drink all the Coca-Cola we wanted—for free! I was blown away.I didn’t think life could get
any more exciting. I was wrong.ThreeDAYDREAM BELIEVERActing is relatively easy. You have
to show up for work.The hard part is finding a way in.For me, that “in” started on the school
playground. Shortly after moving into our new home—a dream come true in a new development
featuring fifteen-foot ceilings, a rock garden in the foyer, and a swimming pool—I made friends
with a girl at school. When I found out that she worked in commercials, I asked her tons of
questions. Where I came from, television was how we spent our leisure time at night; everyone
gathered around the set to watch All in the Family, The Carol Burnett Show, Laugh-In, or Sonny
& Cher. The people on those shows were all famous; they were stars, as were Marcia Brady and
Keith Partridge. Oops, I mean Maureen McCormick and David Cassidy. The notion that ordinary
people could be on TV—or, conversely, that those who starred on TV were in fact real people—



had never crossed my mind. My new friend revealed a whole new world to me.After that, I caught
the acting bug, although, in truth, I don’t know if I caught the bug as much as I thought it would
be cool to be on TV.To my mom’s credit, she didn’t laugh after I came home and told her. Initially,
in fact, she thought it was a good idea and might help me overcome my painful shyness.
Unfortunately, my dad had heard that some acting schools weren’t legit, and he didn’t want to
hand his hard-earned money over to scam artists. He was just trying to be protective. But I
refused to take no for an answer. Once I get an idea in my head, whether it’s acting classes or,
later on, making marriage work, I can be stubborn.So I kept nagging my mom about it, until one
day she was reading the paper, and noticed an ad for the Tami Lynn Academy of Artists. We
showed it to my dad, who checked it out. After declaring the school on the up-and-up, my mom
called and signed me up.The school was in Sherman Oaks, a twenty-five-minute drive from our
house, on the second floor of a small building located on a busy corner off Ventura Boulevard. I
walked up the stairs with nervous anticipation. Once inside, I noticed the wall was full of framed
headshots of her young students. Stacks of glossy teen magazines were spread on the tables.
The atmosphere felt right.Best of all—indeed, the thing that instantly sold me—was Tami herself,
the founder. With her thick brown hair, porcelain skin, long eyelashes, and perfect features, she
was one of the most beautiful woman I’d ever seen. Just looking at her, I was ready to follow and
learn. I wanted to be her student as long as I could be around her.There was one problem: I
didn’t like class. While I had no problem listening to or watching Tami, I struggled through the
exercises and recitations, the tongue twisters and the routines we learned for auditioning
properly. I balked anytime I did something that felt forced or unnatural. The same was true
whenever it was my turn to stepinto the spotlight. None of this boded well for acting.After the
second class, I wanted to quit. My mom wouldn’t let me, since she’d prepaid the entire month. It
was fine if I wanted to quit after that, she said. At the end of the month, though, I signed up for
more classes. I still didn’t like being in class. Nothing had changed. But, being stubborn, quitting
wasn’t in my repertoire. I wanted to be on TV—or at least try to get on—and I hadn’t yet given it a
shot. One day I got a boost when Tami followed my mom and me out of class and said she
thought I had some talent. She called it a spark, something that made me stand out.No one else
seemed to see it, though.After six months of study, I was ready for auditions, and Tami sent me
out on jobs. As it happened, I got one of the first jobs for which I tried out: an Easter-themed
commercial for JC Penney. To my recollection, they chose me because I fit into the dress. It was
as simple as that. I wish I could say I had the time of my young life shooting the spot, but I didn’t.
The director barked at me for not eating a chocolate bunny with enough enthusiasm, and, when I
overheard one of the lighting guys say that I looked “flat,” I assumed that he meant my face.You’d
think I would have thought he’d meant my lack of boobage. But, no, I thought he meant my face. I
had a squatty, little, flat nose that my brothers made fun of. I think they called me “pig nose.” And
I thought my profile was flat.The point is, not once did I think he might have been referring to the
lights. How’s that for a stop on the road map to my life’s insecurities?Following that first success,
I went on nearly one hundred auditions without landing a single part again. That process of



trying out and getting rejected, which went on for more than a year, brought out the worst in me,
although I didn’t think so at the time. I hated the process and resented my mom for taking me out
of school in order to make the auditions, which were always scheduled in early afternoon when I
was in art class with my favorite teacher, Mr. Hamill.Understandably, I went through a
rollercoaster of emotions. You take a normal kid and send her to offices where she smiles at
adults, shakes hands and spends at most fifteen minutes trying to make people fall in love with
her, only to be rejected, and it’s going to have an effect. At the least, it will chip away at the kid’s
self-confidence. At worst, it will leave lasting, more serious psychological scars.Without the
grounding of a strong family, I probably would’ve ended up a pile of emotional sawdust, but my
acting was just one activity among all the sports my brothers played, and so it wasn’t given undo
emphasis by my parents. If I was down, they buoyed my spirits at the dinner table with jokes and
encouragement right off the football field: “Hang in there. You’ll get ’em next time.” That was all
good.The bad part was the way I perceived the constant rejection. Even though Tami and my
mom emphasized that none of the rejections was personal, I saw it differently. I didn’t just tell
myself that the girls getting the parts over me were prettier; I decided that that was fact. To me,
they all did appear to be cut from the same mold: lean, blonde surfer girls with perfect little bikini
figures. In other words, they were everything I wasn’t.Obviously that wasn’t true and couldn’t
have been true, but it made sense to me then. As a result, I went to war with myself. When I
stood in front of the mirror, it was like the GOP going after Hillary Clinton. I didn’t see anything I
liked.In truth, I’d begun worrying about my body years before I hit puberty. It started with one of
my elementary school teachers. One day as I was talking to two of my girlfriends, he came by,
asked how we girls were doing, and then patted my tummy—not theirs or all of our tummies, just
mine—and said, “You’d better watch this.”Though he meant it innocently, that simple gesture was
completely insensitive. If he was kidding around, he wasn’t funny. He had no clue about the
imprint he left. Was I fat? Did I have a big tummy? Why did he say that to me if it wasn’t true?
Those were my immediate thoughts. Long term, I never felt again like a perfectly normal, skinny
little kid—which I was. The perception I had of myself was forever changed.Self-esteem is a
tricky thing, especially in young girls. We develop a sense of who we are from the way other
people react to us. I think most women will agree, you can get a thousand compliments, but it’s
the one criticism that will stick with you. That’s the way it was for me after my teacher’s comment.
From then on, I tended to see only the negative about myself. I focused on the worst.As I went
from thirteen to fourteen I focused on my hips—or my big Italian child-bearing hips, as I referred
to them. In reality, they weren’t big. They were perfect for a thirteen-year-old. I look back at
pictures and wonder what the hell I was looking at. But back then all I saw were curves. It was as
if I woke up one day with a new lower half of my body. They were like crop circles—mysteries.
Where’d they come from? Their appearance was a cruel joke. I wanted to be straight. I wanted
longer legs. Why couldn’t I have grown more that way, up and down, rather than around?What is
it with the way girls are brought up that they look in the mirror and see only what they don’t have
and what they aren’t?It wasn’t anything I talked about with my parents. We were Bertinellis after



all. We didn’t show or talk about our emotions, which made my desire to act—and get paid to
show and talk about my emotions—deeply ironic. My parents were unaware of the hours I spent
stewing about my body, wishing I looked different.Even with the amount of time I spent with my
mom going on auditions, my insecurities were still my secret. My preferred antidote to a bad day
was a giant Hot Tin Roof sundae at Farrell’s, an old-fashioned ice cream parlor. Two scoops of
vanilla, thick hot fudge sauce, and a spoonful of salted peanuts. But sometimes I starved myself
for a day or two. I wouldn’t feel “worthy” of eating then.But those extremes were few and far
between. More often than not, when word came in that I didn’t get a part or there was some
other disappointment, I grabbed a bag of chips from the pantry. It was as if that bag of Ruffles
called my name and knew what I was thinking. “Hey, kid, come here. Let me help you.”Like many
girls, I had a few conversations with God about those sensitive issues. I was like the girl in Judy
Blume’s novel Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret. I can’t remember how many times I asked,
“Are you there, God?” The only response I got, though, came from my brothers, who, being
normal boys, got pleasure from teasing me. They called my breasts little quarters, acorns, or
pebbles. Even their gossip about the hot girls at school bothered me. All the so-called foxes they
mentioned were blonde surfer girls, the same types that got all the parts.When all you want is to
be something you aren’t, which in my case was “hot,” the whole world can seem as if it’s
conspiring against you. Even my unwitting dad added to the problem.One summer day, I was
swimming with my friend Robin, the daughter of friends of my parents. A couple of years older
than I was, she had the looks that I envied: blonde hair and a perfect body, which looked even
better in a bikini. While I was envying her hot bod, my dad came into the backyard with his
camera and said he wanted to take a picture of us.Oh, great, I thought, as he posed the two of
us next to each other on the diving board. The last thing I wanted was to sit next to Robin in a
bikini. She had a figure like a pinup model, and mine was—well, mine was like the diving board
on which we sat. As my dad focused his 35 mm camera, I glanced at Robin out of the corner of
my eye. All I saw were boobs. Suddenly I heard my dad’s perturbed voice.“Valerie, sit up
straight!”“I am.”“No you aren’t. You’re hunched over.”He was right. I was hunched over—and if
given the opportunity, I would have buried my head in the sand, except that would have put my
butt straight in the air. That’s the way I thought. But I recently looked at pictures of myself from
that time and just about screamed, “What was wrong with me?” The truth was, I had an adorable
figure for a fourteen-year-old girl. Neither fat nor curvy, I was perfectly fine. Why couldn’t I see it?
Better question: Why didn’t I like myself? Where did those seeds of dislike come from?Even now
there’s no single answer I can point to. I think the normal self-doubts I had from puberty were
exacerbated by the auditions I went on without any success. I was a glutton for punishment. And
I kept too much inside. I would’ve done a whole lot better long-term if I’d opened up more and
discovered that just about every other girl on the planet felt the same way.Then came relief. In
1974 we moved to Oklahoma, where my dad was brought in as part of the team assigned to
build a new GM plant. All of us went except for my brother Drew, who was in college in L.A. I was
glad for the break from Hollywood. Even my mom recalls me being down on myself at the time,



so I must’ve been seriously dispirited. I needed to step away from the constant negativity.
Something clearly wasn’t working. I had no intention of quitting my dream of acting, though.My
dad estimated that we’d be in Oklahoma for a few years, but plans changed suddenly and
unexpectedly when OPEC—the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries—created a gas
crisis by embargoing oil shipments to the U.S. and its Western European allies. As a result, GM
pulled the plug on construction of the plant, and after just three months in Oklahoma, we moved
back into our old neighborhood in L.A., but on a different street.My new bedroom had ugly green
jungle-themed wallpaper that I immediately covered floor to ceiling with posters of Elton John,
my new obsession. During the three months we were gone, I’d gotten into rock (Elton, Linda
Ronstadt, and the Eagles), developed an interest in fashion, and realized that I missed
acting.After a lot of soul-searching, I came to several important conclusions: I was more serious
about acting than I’d previously thought. It wasn’t just about wanting to be on TV, it was
something I felt inside me. I also told myself that I couldn’t take the rejections personally. All of a
sudden I sounded like Tami, my mom, and the chorus of other people who told me that everyone
went through the same thing.For me, the net result was a change in attitude. Independent of
anyone else, I decided that I could do it. I could succeed. It was as if, without knowing it, I’d
visualized what I wanted to happen. I put it out in the universe with a new resolve—and a new
self-assurance about the choice.One of the things I know about performing is that you have to
give yourself over to it completely. Whether it’s acting, singing, or playing onstage, you must yield
whatever reserve you have to the experience. If you’re going to do it, you do it. You don’t do it
halfway. People can see through that. I think, in my own way, back then as a teenager, I realized
that.After those three months in Oklahoma, I returned with something new. Along with purpose, I
added passion.Mom took me back to meet with Tami, and something was different when I told
her how much I wanted to be an actress. Now, in addition to meaning it, I felt it, too.I sensed it
was going to happen.FourYOU’VE GOT THE PARTI didn’t get the first job I went out on after
returning to L.A., but I got the next one, a commercial for corn chips, and somehow I stopped
jumping and screaming long enough to snag commercials for StarKist tuna, Wyler’s lemonade,
and a public service announcement with Jack Lemmon.Then, toward the end of 1974, I made
the leap onto episodic TV by landing a guest spot on the series Apple’s Way, a family-oriented
show starring Ronnie Cox, Vince Van Patten, and Kristy McNichol. Getting that part was a
monumental step forward. It also resulted in a colossal humiliation. But how else do you learn?I
was one of a handful of girls brought on for an episode titled “The Flag,” and we were standing in
our positions on the set. We waited while various people conferred with one another about the
way the scene looked. Finally, after lighting and sound were given a last check, the director said,
“Action!” Nothing happened. No one said a word. There was an awkward silence.I looked
around, wondering who’d screwed up. Thank God it wasn’t me, I thought. I knew my lines
perfectly. Even so, everyone was staring at me.“Valerie,” said the director, “I said action.”“Yes, I
know,” I replied.“You have the first line.”I thought back to the script, wondering if I’d missed a line.
No, I knew the part.“No, I don’t,” I started to say. “I’m Sal”—He interrupted.“No, sweetheart, you’re



Peggy, not Sally.”Just then the girl playing Sally, Pamelyn Ferdin—a beautiful blonde girl who
worked all the time—stepped forward.“That’s my part,” she said.And so it was. Though I’d read
for that part when I auditioned, no one told me that they’d cast me in one of the other, smaller
parts. I assumed wrongly that I’d gotten the larger one. Those were the lines I’d memorized.If I
could have dug a hole to the other side of the earth, I would have done it and jumped in. But I
had to stay on my mark. That’s what professionals did. Mortified, I turned every shade of red and
tried not to cry. It must’ve been as uncomfortable for everyone else too. Earl Hamner, the show’s
executive producer and the man behind the hit The Waltons, walked onto the set and calmed me
down. He was wonderful.Later he wrote me a sweet letter, reminding me that everyone makes
mistakes and wishing me luck in the future. It meant a lot to me.In the meantime, I quickly
learned the lines for my part, which weren’t many or difficult, and finished the day. Looking back,
I know that experience gave me some important seasoning: I got stronger from knowing I could
survive such an embarrassing gaffe. But I could have done without it. I get queasy thinking about
it even today.I wish I could remember what I ate when I got home that night. I’m sure it wasn’t
pretty.In June 1975, a few months after I’d turned fifteen, Tami sent me pages from a new sitcom
auditioning girls my age. She was excited because Norman Lear was producing the series, and
his casting director, Jane Murray, had seen my picture in an actors’ directory. Noticing a
resemblance I had to the youngest of Norman’s two daughters, Maggie, Jane specifically asked
to see me.That request translated into excitement. Norman Lear had given TV All in the Family,
Maude, Sanford and Son, Good Times, and The Jeffersons—all hits—and going up for one of
his shows was a mega opportunity.But Tami learned that Norman was having trouble with this
one. Titled All about Us, it featured a divorced mother and her teenage daughter. He’d shot a
pilot with Bonnie Franklin, a New York stage actress, playing the mother, Ann Romano, and
Mackenzie Phillips, the daughter of John Phillips (of the sixties rock group the Mamas and the
Papas), as her daughter, Julie Cooper.Now he was reworking the show by giving Bonnie a
boyfriend, a part that went to Richard Masur, and adding a second, younger daughter, Barbara
Cooper—the part that Jane called me in to read for. Of course, I wasn’t the only girl they wanted
to see. The net was cast far and wide. On the day of my first audition at CBS, I was one of
several hundred girls who showed up.But I was one of only about twenty girls called back for the
next round. I made that cut too. The next and final reading was for Norman. A half dozen of us
were called back, and, like me, the other girls arrived with their families. Some brought their
managers or agents too. The waiting room was crowded, and the atmosphere tense. One by
one, we were called in to meet Norman.My mood was positive. When my turn came, I walked
into the room feeling nervous but good that I’d made it this far on such an important project. I
also felt something at work that was beyond me, a coming together of pieces in a puzzle.
Sometimes you hear people talk about a moment being right, everything falling into place; this
was one of those times. I felt like the part was perfect for me and vice versa.For those reasons, I
was able to be myself when I met Norman. Not nervous, not insecure, not worried. Just
myself.And Norman was Norman. He wore his trademark white golf hat and had white hair, eyes



that danced behind his glasses with brilliance, enthusiasm, and warmth. His manner was both
firm and gentle. By this time, I had had enough experience to know that there was no use trying
to win over a producer or director. They’d look at me—and in fact would start to assess me from
the moment I walked into the room—and make a decision based on criteria that were beyond my
control.So there was nothing for me to do at this point other than to present myself as I was in
real life. That also put me at ease.Norman asked if I was ready and cued me to read my line.
Then he gave me some notes and had me read again. After fifteen minutes of additional
conversation, something about sports and music, he thanked me for coming in, and I joined my
parents in the waiting area.
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Jaybird, “Honest story of life, love, and (final) weight loss. I am the same age as Valerie, so she is
quite relatable to me right off the bat. Sometimes funny, often surprising but always honest, this
book is one of my favorites in the self-help genre. No doubt she had help writing it, but it still
sounds like she wrote it herself. As far as her weight loss journey, it's amazing to think that as a
teenager, she was told she was fat and needed to lose weight, though she likely weighed no
more than maybe 115 pounds at the time. Many of us during the mid 1970s can relate. It doesn't
take much to start that insidious little voice in the head of a young girl to believe there is
something wrong with you, or that you are somehow "not enough."The opening chapter is
surprisingly real as she tells about piling boxes of frozen jalapeno poppers into her grocery cart
to hustle home and devour. I love how she titles almost every chapter in some way after a Van
Halen or Elton John song and the details of her life and the band's are just enough to add to the
over all story. She leaves nothing out really, from her family growing up, her life during One Day
at a Time, to meeting Eddie, their ups and down, Wolfie's birth, being a working mom; it's all in
there, intermingled with her ever-fluctuating weight loss (and gain and then loss) journey.In
amongst all of that, there are relatable ideas for breaking deeply-rooted bad eating habits that I
believe most people can relate to. Happily, it is NOT one big Jenny Craig commercial, not at all.If
you like Bertinelli to begin with and/or have any interest in Van Halen, you'll probably enjoy this
read and end up liking her all the more by the end of the book. If you don't know her at all, you
might just feel like you could be buddies if given the chance....or at least come away with some
solid ideas for your own weight loss journey, with or without Jenny Craig. Enjoy!”

Mary, “Honest. It takes a lot of courage to expose your struggles to the public. She clearly held
back nothing. It was a great read and I enjoyed the insights into the VH days. As a singer myself,
I always wondered what it must’ve been like to be in that circle. Nice job!”

Redeemed, “GREAT READ. TOO MUCH NAME DROPPING. I’ll start by saying that I absolutely
love Valerie Bertinelli. I forgot how much until EVH sadly passed away recently, which made me
pick up this book. What an interesting life she has had. I would have liked her book better without
all of the constant name dropping and her movie, show and Jenny Craig plugging which is why I
only gave it 4 stars. I was surprised by her drug use and dropping into bed so easily especially
since these encounters were short lived. But overall, it’s a really great read. I would recommend
it.”

LH, “Very sweet and honest, what do you expect from Valerie?. I loved Valerie's honesty and life
story. Very sweet. She went through a lot of heartache, tried to make her marriage work and
dealing with feeling lonely in her marriage coming second to drugs and alcohol. Very sad. She
handled it very well and I hope it helps others become aware when dealing with tough decisions
and keeping family together. She has always seemed so grounded, sweet, humble and her book



confirmed it. Happy she is in a good place. Love her.  Great read.”

Tammy Chism, “Shocking read.... I had read the reviews on this book before I purchased it but
was still shocked reading her story. I grew up watching Valerie on One Day at a Time and
listening to Van Halen as a teen. I knew he led a tough life but didn’t know she had her vices as
well. I think she wrote from her heart and was very honest, which couldn’t have been easy. It
was a good read.”

jay_the_bus_driver, “Revealing tale of how one of the most beautiful and likeable women to ever
appear on TV based her self worth on her weight.. My childhood crush grew up to be a very
likable woman who is not shy about revealing her past indiscretions and struggles with her
weight. This is not an expose or tell all, but Valerie does open up enough to feel you know her
better for having read her book. I found her tale of creeping weight gain and triumph over her
weight to be inspiring and I did lose some weight after reading the book. This book is also not a
diet book. This is a story of one woman's struggle with weight gain and how it affected her
marriage and career, and what she did to take control of the situation. What was missing for me
was Valerie eventually coming around to the realization that she is a world class beauty at any
weight and likable enough to enjoy success at any weight. Throughout the book she counts
herself lucky and/or blessed to have enjoyed continued success at the top of her weight gain.
She never seems to understand this wasn't luck or divine intervention. She never credits her own
talent or likability as a coworker, and at the end of the book still seems to view her weight as the
measure of her worth. Still it's a great book by a lovely and talented actress. Well written and
enjoyable to read.”

Ongo Gablogian, “Crazy insights into the Van Halen household. I could not locate my interest in
Valerie Bertinelli`s weight problems if I had the world`s most powerful microscope. As a massive
fan of Van Halen though I had to buy this! Who else could write as openly and truthfully about
the private life of the greatest musician of the 20th century? And frankly, to paraphrase Bart
Simpson when he reads Lisa`s diary, Ed "really comes across as a jerk in this thing". A fun and
quick read, although fairly humdrum until she meets Eddie Van Halen from my perspective; but
it`s great to hear about Wolfie growing up, and Ed`s crazy lifestyle does make you wonder how
he ever got any music completed at all. It does rather explains why it`s been 13 years since a full
album has been released! Sorry Val - not interested in you. Might buy your sequel though, just
in case there`s anything new about Ed, Wolfie, DLR and Al!”

LJ1306, “Great read. Being a celebrity the world sees them from what is wrote in the papers, on
the Internet etc so it is so good to actually read what really goes on on band tours and just
generally in their day to day lives. People think that celebrities live in a whole other world but they
don't and at the end of the day they are just normal people battling the same issues as you and



I...everyone can only picture what goes on when bands are on tour and some of it is exactly how
people describe it but I love the way Valerie pulls you in as if your stood right there next to her
watching everything pan out. Great read and can't wait to read her next book.”

Spirited77, “Easy Quick Read.... Certainly nothing compared to biographies from the likes of
Patty Boyd, but then again it's not trying to be. I got through it in a night, and it did provide me
with *some* not *loads* of weight-loss inspiration. It didn't provide *any* weight-loss tips other
than the usual 'you need to like your life first before you lose weight' type of messages - so no
earth shattering revelations. Being a generation behind her, i really didn't know who she was
until i starting seeing her jenny craig ads when i lived in the USA. Still, I found her style to be
friendly, casual and occassionally witty (also occassionally cringe-worthy), kind of like you are
sitting having a conversation with an old friend. I felt like screaming at her a few times though
('how could you be so blind/put up with so much crap for so long/how many STD tests did it take
for you to leave that jerk!') but i was glad to hear she was happy and settled in her new life with a
stable weight. her kid looks like he could go on a diet though (sorry, but he's quite obese for
such a young kid).”

The book by Valerie Bertinelli has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 799 people have provided feedback.
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